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Introduction

 Universal HIV Testing and early initiation of 

antiretroviral Treatment (UTT) strategy is currently 

tested in several large-scale studies in Southern 

Africa

 New WHO guidelines: ART initiation at 500CD4 will 

constitute in some contexts an hybrid form of UTT
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Introduction

 Several trials on-going as ANRS 12249 TasP trial, 

MaxART or PopART

 UTT intervention strategies are major social, 

as well as biomedical, interventions

 What additional information, beyond the trial 

outcomes, will be needed to move any UTT strategy 

to the next level?
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The complexity of UTT strategies

 All UTT interventions comprise 2 components

 Universal HIV testing, repeated regularly for HIV-

 Life-long ARV treatment initiated as soon as possible

 To be effective on reducing incidence, they also 
require for both components

 High levels of uptake (testing, linkage to care, adherence…)

 Sustained over time

 Complex multi-components strategies

 With potential needs to evolve overtime

 Example: providing additional testing opportunities 
(as self testing)
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The ANRS 12249 TasP trial

 Rural area of 1430 km²

 220 000 inhabitants 

speaking isiZulu

 HIV prevalence:

24% among adults

Implemented by Africa Centre 

in Hlabisa sub-district, KwaZulu Natal (South Africa)



TasP trial design

 TasP is a cluster randomized trial.

 Each cluster has a population of approx. 1250 adults (16+ years).

 The TasP intervention has 2 components: 
“universal” repeat testing (all clusters) + early treatment (intervention cluster)

 In each cluster, rounds of home-based HIV testing 
repeated every 4 to 6 months

 All HIV+ identified participants are referred to local TasP clinics 
(at least one fixed or mobile clinic per cluster)
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Control clusters Intervention clusters

ARV treatment according to 

national guidelines 
(<350 CD4 or WHO stage 3 or 4)

ARV treatment 

regardless of CD4 

or clinical staging



Social science studies implemented
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Clinic-based 
survey

Community 
Engagement 
Education

Qualitative 
studies

Home-based 
survey

to ensure a comprehensive understanding of the social 

determinants of intervention uptake and the impact of the 

intervention at individual, household and community level

For more details, cf. communication presented this morning



What questions the trials will leave 

unanswered? 

 Long-term social and behavioural consequences at 

individual and community levels

 Social normative changes at individual and community 

levels 

 Operational and ethical implications of transforming 

research interventions into routine care
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Social and behavioural consequences 

 Would continuous provider-initiated regular and 
repeat HIV-testing remain acceptable?

 Will linking newly diagnosed patients - without any 
visible symptoms or perceived HIV-risk - into care 
become easier or more difficult?

 Long-term social and behavioural consequences of 
large numbers of people in a given community 
knowing their HIV-status and starting treatment early? 
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Social normative changes

 UTT trials, including TasP, are attempting to measure 
and understand social changes during the trial

 However, it may be difficult to disentangle and 
disassociate the drivers of the social changes within 
the trial communities

 Community preparation will be central in the success 
of any attempt to move UTT interventions to scale 
under real-life circumstances
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Operational and ethical implications 

of moving into routine care

 What aspects of the intervention will need greatest 

attention when moving into routine care? 

 Logistics, financing and potential for targeting of a 

scaled-up UTT

 Ethics of taking UTT to scale as part of a broader 

public health strategy
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Operational and ethical implications 

of moving into routine care

 Ethics of taking UTT to scale as part of a broader 

public health strategy

 Potential risks of a state institutions ‘knowing’ and recording 

individuals’ HIV-status, their uptake in testing and care?

 Special concerns for vulnerable key groups (SW, MSM…)
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Discussion

 How to scale UTT as public health policy?

 Potential problems of seeing UTT as prevention 

process

 Additional research is one way to ensure adequate 

evidence
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UTT interventions have potentially great social 

consequences that need to be explored 

alongside the actual trials, to guide and inform 

future decisions and policy
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